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Mean annual air Temp. : 10°C
Mean annual Precip. : 950 mm
Temperate
65 km from Nancy (East)
Climate
Location
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Soil type: stagnic luvisol
5 horizons : A, S1, Sg2, II Cg, III C
Csoil 9.5 kg m-2
LAI : 7.5 -5
Density ≈ 3000 n ha-1
Aerial biomass ≈ 100 t ha-1
Hesse site
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4Automatic measurements :
• Net Ecosystem Exchange NEE (Eddy Cov., 30 min)
• Micro-climate (T°, radiation,
humidity, precipitations)
• Soil T° and water content
• Trunk circumferences 
(dendrometers) ⇨ C biomass
Measurement campaigns :
• Aerial (Stems, leaves, fruits,…) and below ground 
(roots) Biomass
• Soil composition & characteristics (density, C & 
N contents…
• d13C of sampled materials (IRMS) and gaz (TDLS 
+ IRMS)
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6GPP & TER have difference in response to 
changes in environnemental conditions
1st approach: 
1. TER (t°, SWC) determination from night and leafless data
2. TER (t°, SWC)  extrapolation to leafy daytime
3. Daytime :
GPP = NEE (data) – TER (extrapolation)
2nd approach: Combining 2 equations
1. NEE = GPP + TER
2. NEE *d13CNEE = GPP *d13Catm + TER *d13CTER
NEE partitioning
NEE partitioning : GPP – TER
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Footprint fluctuations (WD, WS, u*)
+
TER (Rs) spatial variability 
Low turbulence 
(u*<<) periods 





















































Large uncertainty on TER (t°, SWC)
TER (Ts10, SWC10): R² < 0.1
(Longdoz et al., 2008)
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soil bulk density of the 
A layer
(C/N)A
ratio of carbon to 
nitrogen content of A 
layer
&
Above & belowground 
characteristics
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Soil sampling for (rS)A and (C/N)A mapping Soil sampling points (>100) in footprint area
Rs spatial variability
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10Rs spatial variability
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11Rs spatial variability
Confirmed by first analyse of EC-TER data
ANOVA with  45° Sectors 
significant difference (p=0.029)
“Hot area” at West-South-West
“Cold area” at South-West 
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Rs contributions to 
TER
Estimations of TER 
temporal fluctuations 








Distance East - West [m]
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Large uncertainty on TER (t°, SWC)
TER (Ts10, SWC10): R² < 0.1




TER (Ts10, SWC10) validity



















































Footprint fluctuations (WD, WS, u*)
+
TER (Rs) spatial variability 
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Need for CO2 concentration 





Better description of the Production processes




Also necessary to have better understanding 
of the C processes in forest
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15Improvement of Rs model
To be continued in the Caroline 
Plain Talk
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16
2nd approach: Combining 2 equations
1. NEE = GPP + TER




d13CTER (d13CRs ) spatial variability 
d13CTER (d13CRs ) temporal variability 
Large uncertainty on d13CTER (EC)
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Ref : Daniel Epron talk, Marron et 
al. 2009
TDLS (d13C of gas)
Soil 
chambers
(d13C out - d13C) ⇒d13CRs
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20
d13CRs Spatio-temporal 
variations from –25‰ to -30 ‰




(SWC 4 to 5 days before) 
Use of d13C as tracer : C transfer, 
allocation-source partitioning 
(Daniel Epron talk)
More knowledge about 13C 
discriminations 




Improvement of d13CRs model
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21
Improvement of d13CRs model
Better description of the d13C Production
processes





Need for dCO2 concentration 
measurements in the different 
layers 
Soil dCO2 efflux
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22Improvement of d
13CRs model
To be continued in the Caroline 
Plain Talk
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24
Rauto = 69% de Rs
Corrections: - trenched roots decomposition
- higher SWC in trenched plot







NPP from Eddy covariance (NPPec)
Li-6252
Rs : soil chambers
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Pourcentage from GPP = 1404 gC m-2
NPPbio
NPP from biomass measurements (NPPbio)
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On 10 years : difference of 1%
General good reproduction of inter-annual variability but large 
divergences unexplained (1998 & 2001)
Work in progress on allocation (CATS) et modelling (soil)
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